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Main question of the paper� Reurrene of business utuations: \A boomis neessarily followed by a reession and vieversa"� Thus they want to study a \fundamental soureof endogenous utuations, the replaement ofold equipment".� Also, want to study how this interats withexogenously driven utuations.
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Two setors� Produed good : Used in onsumption andinvestment� Non-produed good m (in the spirit of Ca-ballero and Hammour, 1996):{ Consumed by households{ Used as intermediate input in prodution{ Eonomy is endowed with �m of it every pe-riod{ Its prie is an exogenously given determin-isti sequene
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Tehnology� The tehnology for the produed good  is Leon-tie�. If we throw in{ e� unit of apital of vintage �{ one unit of labor{ one unit of mwe get et units of . \Labor-augmenting teh-nial progress is ontinuously embodied in newapital goods".� Capital of the newest vintage t an be obtaintedone-to-one from the onsumption good.� Capital annot be turned into  again.
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Aggregate output� Denote by T (t) the age of the oldest vintagealive at t. Then aggregate output at t isy(t) = Z tt�T (t) e�h(� )d�;where h(� ) is employment assoiated with vin-tage � .� Employment isl(t) = Z tt�T (t) h(� )d�� Unemployment is u(t) = 1� l(t).
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Preferenes� There is a ontinuum of idential agents withmeasure one. Preferenes are linear:Z 10 e��th(t) + p(t)etm(t)idtetp(t) is marginal utility of the non-produedgood at t. So the prie of non-produed goodsmust be p(t)et in equilibrium.� No disutility of labor, labor supply normalizedto 1.
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Time-� ash ow of vintage-t �rm� Revenue (one unit of labor): et� Labor osts: e� ~w(� ),where ~w(� ) is \the worker's shadow wage at �".� Intermediate-input osts: e�p(� )(all quantities in units of time-� onsumption good)
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Optimal srapping time J(t)� Want to maximizeZ t+jt e��(��t)| {z }disounting h et � e� ~w(� )� e�p(� )| {z }ashow at � id�� The optimal srapping time J(t) for apital ofvintage t ful�llsp[t + J(t)℄ + ~w[t + J(t)℄ = e�J(t)� The job is destroyed when it beomes prof-itable to re-alloate labor and non-produedresoures to the latest tehnology.� The relationship to the age of the oldest apitalin use T (t) is J(t) = T [t + J(t)℄
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Timing for labor market (my interpre-tation)� Firm sets up apital stok of vintage t at time t.� Worker deides if to join �rm or not.� Nash bargaining over the appropriable surplus.� From t until J(t), prodution ours and bothparties reieve the agreed-upon shares.
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Appropriable surplus and bargaining� Appropriable surplus (this is after having in-vested in the apital stok) of one job in vin-tage � is�(t) = Z t+J(t)t e��(��t)het�e� ~w(� )�e�p(� )id�� Nash bargaining: � goes to the worker, and1� � to the �rm.
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Resulting equilibrium onditions� Zero pro�ts:(1� �)�(t) = et|{z}investment at t� Unemployed are indi�erent between aeptingjob or not:et ~w(t) = h(t)u(t)��(t)| {z }expeted utility ow for unemployed
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Market learing� Non-produed good:�m = m(t)|{z}onsumed+ l(t)|{z}used as intermediate input� Produed good:y(t) = (t) + eth(t)| {z }investment
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Collet equilibrium onditions� For a given path of p(t) and given initial on-ditions h(t) � 0, 8t < 0, an equilibrium is apath for T (t), J(t), h(t) and u(t) suh thatu(t) = 1� Z tt�T (t) h(� )d�h(t)u(t) �1� � = e�T (t) � p(t)11� � = Z t+J(t)t e��(��t)h1� e�(t��+T (�))id�J(t) = T (t + J(t))� Also, we need 0 � u(t) � 1 and p(t) < e�T (t).
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Results (I)� All results in the following apply to the asep(t) = p0 + p1 sin(p2t);with period 
 = 2�=p2.� Optimal srapping is onstant:T (t) = J(t) = T 0(the endogenous period).
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Results (II)� The planner sets unemployment to zero: Theexogenous yle is not important, the endoge-nous period dominates.� For the deentralized eonomy, there an bepositive unemployment.
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Di�erential di�erene equation for de-entralized eonomy� Di�erential-di�erene equation (DDE) for jobsin vintage t:h0(t) = k1(t)h(t) + k2(t)h(t� T0);where k1(�) and k2(�) are funtions of period 
.� Can be solved via suessive resolutions of ori-nary di�erential equations on intervals of length T 0.� It is not lear at the outset whih periodiity(T 0 or 
) will dominate in the long run.
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Limit behavior� If T 0=
 is a rational number, the authors showthat the exogenous yle 
 dominates in theend.� Mathematially spoken: The solution paths forjob reation onverge to a limit yle with pe-riod 
.� But: Short-run utuations are governed mainlyby replaement ehoes (see numerial exam-ples).
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Figures desribing dynamis� No exogenous yle: See page 15 in the paper� Introdue exogenous yle: The numerial ex-amples show that replaement ehoes dominatein the short run; see page 20 in the paper
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The authors' main onlusions� Replaement ehoes dominate in short run: pe-riod T 0.� Exogenous yle dominates in the long run: pe-riod 
.� The transition displays very interesting har-ateristis: asymmetries and highly irregularpatterns.
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